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SOME REMARKS ON RESONANCES

IN EVEN-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN SCATTERING

T. J. CHRISTIANSEN AND P. D. HISLOP

Abstract. Black box quantum mechanical scattering on Rd in even dimen-
sions d ≥ 2 has many characteristics distinct from the odd-dimensional situ-
ation. In this article, we study the scattering matrix in even dimensions and
prove several identities which hold for its meromorphic continuation onto Λ,
the Riemann surface of the logarithm function. We prove a theorem relating
the multiplicities of the poles of the continued scattering matrix to the multi-
plicities of the poles of the continued resolvent. Moreover, we show that the
poles of the scattering matrix on the mth sheet of Λ are determined by the
zeros of a scalar function defined on the physical sheet. Although analogs of
these results are well known in odd dimension d, we are unaware of a reference
for all of Λ for the even-dimensional case. Our analysis also yields some sur-
prising results about “pure imaginary” resonances. As an example, in contrast

with the odd-dimensional case, we show that in even dimensions there are no
“pure imaginary” resonances on any sheet of Λ for Schrödinger operators with
potentials 0 ≤ V ∈ L∞

0 (Rd).

1. Introduction

This paper presents several results about resonances in quantum mechanical
black box Euclidean scattering in even dimensions. We recall that there are several
mathematical objects which naturally may be called resonances. Resolvent reso-
nances occur as poles of the meromorphic continuation of the cut-off resolvent, while
scattering resonances are poles of the meromorphic continuation of the scattering
matrix. In this setting both types of resonances lie on Λ, the logarithmic cover of
C \ {0}. We prove a fundamental identity clarifying the relationship between these
two, analogous to what is known in the odd-dimensional case. Moreover, for each
m ∈ Z, we construct a scalar function on the physical region whose zeros correspond
to poles of the scattering matrix on the mth sheet of Λ. We show the absence of
“pure imaginary” resonances for certain classes of operators. This extends results
of Beale [2] and is in sharp contrast with the odd-dimensional case. We correct an
identity of [27] about symmetries of the scattering matrix. As we note in Section 5,
this is important in the context of “pure imaginary” resonances in even dimensions.

Let V ∈ L∞
0 (Rd;R), and let Δ ≤ 0 be the Laplacian on Rd. Set P = −Δ+ V ,

and, for Imλ > 0, set R(λ) = (P − λ2)−1 to be the resolvent, which is bounded as
an operator on L2(Rd) for all but finitely many λ with Imλ > 0. Let χ ∈ L∞

0 (Rd)
be one on the support of V . It is well known that χR(λ)χ has a meromorphic
extension to C if d is odd. If d is even, the extension is to Λ, the logarithmic cover
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of C\{0}. In the latter case, we identify the physical space, where R(λ) is bounded
on L2(Rd) (except for finitely many values of λ), with the subset of Λ defined by

Λ0
def
= {λ ∈ Λ : 0 < arg λ < π}. The poles of the meromorphic continuation

of χR(λ)χ are called (resolvent) resonances. Moreover, a similar extension and
a similar definition can be made for many compactly supported perturbations of
−Δ on Rd; see the “black box” definition of Sjöstrand-Zworski [28], recalled here
in Section 2. For example, the class of operators for which one can make this
meromorphic continuation and the subsequent definition of resonances includes the
Dirichlet or Neumann Laplacian on R

d \ O, where O ⊂ R
d is a bounded open set

with smooth boundary.
We shall be particularly interested in the case of even dimension d. For m ∈ Z,

we set
Λm = {λ ∈ Λ : mπ < arg λ < (m+ 1)π}.

Thus, with our convention, Λ0 corresponds to the physical region in even dimen-
sional scattering.

We now describe our main results in more detail.
In the odd-dimensional case, it is well-known that the poles of the scattering

matrix in the nonphysical half plane are, with perhaps finitely many exceptions,
determined by the zeros of the determinant of the scattering matrix in the physical
half plane. We prove an analogous result for the even-dimensional case for the
scattering resonances on each nonphysical sheet of Λ. To formulate this result, let
f be a meromorphic scalar function on Λ which is not identically 0 and let λ0 ∈ Λ.
We say msc(f, λ0) = k ∈ Z if and only if f(λ)(λ−λ0)

−k has a removable singularity
at λ0 and limλ→λ0

(f(λ)(λ− λ0)
−k) �= 0. Then one result of this paper is

Proposition 1.1. Let d be even and let S(λ) denote the scattering matrix associated
with an operator P satisfying the black box conditions recalled in Section 2, and let
μS,max(λ0) denote the “maximal multiplicity” of λ0 ∈ Λ as a pole of S as defined
in (3.5). Then for m ∈ N0,

msc(det((m+ 1)S(λ)−mI), λ0) =
m∑
j=0

msc(detS(λ), e
ijπλ0)

= μS,max(e
iπ(m+1)λ0)− μS,max(λ0).

It follows from this proposition that in even dimensions, to study the poles of
the scattering matrix on Λm, m ∈ N, it suffices to study the zeros of a function
which is holomorphic on Λ0 with the possible exception of at most finitely many
poles there. By combining this proposition with Proposition 2.1, we can also study
the poles of the scattering matrix on Λ−m, m ∈ N, using such a scalar function.

We also prove a theorem about the relationship between the multiplicities of
the poles of the resolvent (“resolvent resonances”) and the poles of the scattering
matrix (“scattering resonances”).

Theorem 1.2. Let d be even and P satisfy the general black box conditions recalled
in Section 2, and, for λ0 ∈ Λ, let μR(λ0) denote the multiplicity of λ0 as a pole
of the resolvent, defined in (3.2). Then for λ0 ∈ Λ, with S and μS,max as in
Proposition 1.1,

μR(λ0)− μR(λ0) = −msc(detS(λ), λ0) = μS,max(λ0)− μS,max(λ0).

Here for λ ∈ Λ, λ = |λ|e−i arg λ.
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We prove a somewhat stronger version, Theorem 4.5. This theorem and its
Corollary 4.9 further elucidate the relationship between poles of the resolvent and
poles of the scattering matrix. This relation is well known in the odd-dimensional
case and is known for a very limited subset of Λ in the even-dimensional case; see
Section 4 for references. To the best of our knowledge, we provide the first proof of
this result valid for all points in Λ.

We call a point λ ∈ Λ “pure imaginary” if arg λ = π/2+ kπ for some k ∈ Z. An
example of our results on pure imaginary resonances is the following.

Theorem 1.3. Let the dimension d ≥ 2 be even. Let V ∈ L∞
0 (Rd;R) be a potential

with fixed sign, that is, either V ≥ 0 or −V ≥ 0. If V ≥ 0, the nonnegative
Schrödinger operator HV = −Δ+ V has no pure imaginary (resolvent) resonances
on any sheet Λm, m ∈ Z. If −V ≥ 0, suppose that the operator HV has 0 ≤ NV <
∞ negative eigenvalues on Λ0. Then the lower-semi-bounded operator HV has at
most NV pure imaginary (resolvent) resonances on each sheet Λm, for m ∈ Z\{0}.

This theorem is proved in Section 6. We note that this result is in sharp contrast
with the odd-dimensional case. In odd dimensions, Lax and Phillips [13] proved
lower bounds on the number of pure imaginary resonances for Dirichlet or Neu-
mann obstacle scattering. They noted that their technique applies to Schrödinger
operators with strictly nonnegative compactly supported potentials. This was ex-
tended by A. Vasy to compactly supported, bounded potentials of fixed sign [32].
See also [17] for a related result. To be more precise, let V ∈ L∞

0 (Rd) be a fixed
sign potential so that there is an ε > 0 and some nontrivial ball B ⊂ Rd so that
|V | ≥ εχB, where χB is the characteristic function of the ball B. Then [13, 32]
showed that in odd dimensions d ≥ 3, the Schrödinger operator HV = −Δ + V
has an infinite number of pure imaginary resonances on the nonphysical sheet. In
fact, they proved a qualitative lower bound. The number of such poles Nim(r) with
norm at most r satisfies, for large r:

(1.1) Nim(r) ≥ cV r
d−1

for a positive constant cV . Here and always the resonances are counted with mul-
tiplicity.

The results of Lax and Phillips [13] for obstacle scattering were extended to
certain Robin-type boundary conditions by Beale [2]. Beale also noted that for
even-dimensional scattering there are no pure imaginary resonances on Λ−1 (and
hence on Λ1) for Dirichlet or Neumann obstacle scattering, and at most finitely
many for certain Robin-type boundary conditions. See Corollary 5.3 for a more
precise statement in the even-dimensional case and for our extension of these results.
We prove additional results on the absence of pure imaginary resonances in Section
5.

Another result of this paper is Proposition 2.1, a somewhat subtle correction
to an identity for the scattering matrix from [27]. We include this because we are
unaware of a reference in which the correct version is explicitly stated and because
the subtle distinction has important consequences for the existence or not of pure
imaginary resonances in even dimensions. We noticed this error because the identity
from [27] is inconsistent with some equations from [2, 13], used in the context of
pure imaginary resonances. Although most of this paper is about even-dimensional
Euclidean scattering, Proposition 2.1 is a result for compactly supported black box
perturbations of the Laplacian on any R

d as long as d ≥ 2.
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There are a number of results on the distribution of resonances which are not
intimately tied to the parity of the dimension. At least some of these rely on
complex scaling, and as a consequence we can only say something about resonances
“near” the physical half-plane. “Near” generally means in some sector of opening no
greater than π/2. We make no attempt to survey such results, but merely mention
as an example results on the distribution of resonances “near” the physical plane
for the Laplacian on the exterior of a strictly convex obstacle, [29].

For questions about distribution of resonances further from the physical half-
plane, the case of even dimensions has received far less attention than the case of odd
dimensions. Exceptions include [10, 33, 34], in which upper bounds on resonance-
counting functions are obtained, and [4,5,24,25,31] for lower bounds. Two papers
which focus on resonances on the sheets Λ±1 are [2] and [36]. Results of Beale [2]
for pure imaginary resonances are recalled in Section 5. The paper [36] proves a
Poisson formula in even dimensions.

2. The black box formalism

and relations for the scattering matrix

In this section, we allow d ≥ 2 to be either even or odd. Here we assume P is
a compactly supported “black box” perturbation of the Laplacian on Rd satisfying
the conditions of [28], including that P is self-adjoint. We remark that some of the
results of this paper use the self-adjointness of P in an essential way.

We recall the black box assumptions below for the convenience of the reader.
Note that if O ⊂ Rd is a bounded open set with smooth boundary ∂O, and V ∈
L∞
0 (Rd \ O;R), then these hypotheses are satisfied by the operator −Δ + V on

Rd \ O with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions on ∂O.
In recalling the assumptions of [28] we use similar notation. By a black box op-

erator we mean an operator P defined on a domain D ⊂ H satisfying the conditions
below. Let U ⊂ Rd be a bounded connected open set. Let H be a complex Hilbert
space with orthogonal decomposition

H = HU ⊕ L2(Rd \ U).

Following [28], we denote the corresponding orthogonal projections by u 	→ u�U
and u 	→ u�Rd\U . We assume that the operator P : H → H is semibounded below,

self-adjoint with domain D ⊂ H. Furthermore, if u ∈ H2(Rd \ U) and u vanishes
near U , then u ∈ D, and conversely D�Rd\U ⊂ H2(Rd \ U). The operator P is −Δ
outside U :

Pu�Rd\U = −Δu�Rd\U for all u ∈ D

and

1U (P + i)−1 is compact

where 1U is the characteristic function of U , that is, projection onto HU .
Let χ ∈ L∞

0 (Rd). Under these conditions on P , the cut-off resolvent χ(P−λ2)−1χ
defined on the physical sheet 0 < arg λ < π has a meromorphic continuation to C

if d is odd and to Λ if d is even. While this is well known for specific operators, in
this generality we refer the reader to, for example, [28, Theorem 1.1] or the proof
of Proposition 4.1 of [23].
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For future reference, we note that we shall use the notation

〈x〉sH def
= HU ⊕ 〈x〉sL2(Rd \ U)

and similarly for 〈x〉sD ⊂ 〈x〉sH. Here 〈x〉 = (1 + |x|2)1/2.
We work with the scattering matrix S(λ) associated to P ; one explicit expression

for it is recalled in (2.10) and another in Proposition 4.1. On the positive real axis
{arg λ = 0} it is unitary, and it differs from the identity by a trace class operator.
Moreover, it has a meromorphic continuation to the complex plane (for d odd)
or to Λ (for d even), as follows from the meromorphic continuation of the cut-off
resolvent and the expression for the scattering matrix recalled in Proposition 4.1
(see also [15, 27]).

Following [27] we write

λ = |λ| exp(−i arg λ) for λ ∈ Λ.

For λ ∈ Λ the complex involution λ 	→ λ takes Λm to Λ−m−1. The unitarity of the
scattering matrix for arg λ = 0 means that

S∗(λ)S(λ) = I

in any dimension.
In [27, Theorem 1], the following identity is stated for the scattering matrix S(λ)

for a combination of an obstacle and potential perturbation of the Laplacian on Rd:

(2.1) S(λ)∗ =

{
S(−λ) if d is odd,
2I − S(eiπλ) if d is even.

These relations have been widely repeated by others, including the present au-
thors. However, it appears that there is a slight error in the identity. In most or all
of the cases where (2.1) rather than (2.2) has been stated, the difference between
the two versions is unimportant to the subsequent discussion. We shall see in Sec-
tion 5 that the difference is important to results on pure imaginary resonances, and
that is why we include Proposition 2.1 here.

Define R : C∞(Sd−1) → C∞(Sd−1) by (Rf)(θ) = f(−θ). We shall use the same
notation for the continuous extension of R to L2(Sd−1).

Proposition 2.1. For P satisfying the black box conditions, the scattering matrix
S(λ) satisfies

(2.2) S(λ)∗ =

{
RS(−λ)R if d is odd,
2I −RS(eiπλ)R if d is even.

There are certainly many instances in the literature which are consistent with
(2.2) rather than (2.1). These include, for example, [35] and the works [13] and
[2], both of the latter related to work in this paper; see Corollary 5.3. However,
since we are unaware of an explicit reference for (2.2) and because the distinction
between the two versions is important for our results, we include Proposition 2.1
and a proof here.

We note that these equalities show that for the operators P we consider, in even
dimensions d, if λ0 ∈ Λ is a pole of S(λ) with mπ < arg λ0 < (m+1)π, then λ0 eiπ

is a pole of S(λ), and −mπ < arg(λ0 eiπ) < (−m + 1)π. Thus, poles of P on Λm
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are symmetric with poles on Λ−m. This replaces the symmetry relation for the case
of odd-dimensional d, which is more familiar: for odd d, λ0 ∈ C is a pole of the
scattering matrix if and only if −λ0 is a pole of the scattering matrix.

In order to prove the proposition, we recall some background. Let g ∈ H satisfy
g�|x|>R = 0 for some finite R. Then for λ ∈ R\{0} there are unique u± ∈ 〈x〉1/2+εD
satisfying

(P − λ2)u± = g,(2.3)

u±(x) = e±iλ|x||x|−(d−1)/2(α±(x/|x|) + o(1)) as |x| → ∞(2.4)

for some functions α± ∈ C∞(Sd−1).
Let ω ∈ Sd−1 and let ψ ∈ C∞(Rd) be 0 on U and satisfy 1 − ψ ∈ C∞

c (Rd).
Applying the results recalled above, we see that there are unique v±(x, k, ω) ∈
〈x〉1/2+εD and thus unique scattering amplitudes s±(θ, λ, ω) which satisfy (cf. [27,
Section 2]; we use similar notation here)

(P − λ2)
[
v±(x, λ, ω) + ψ(x)eiλx·ω

]
= 0(2.5)

with

(2.6) v±(rθ, λ, ω) = e±iλrr(1−d)/2 [s±(θ, λ, ω) + o(1)] as r → ∞.

Now [27, Lemma 2.1] states

s+(θ, λ, ω) = s−(θ, λ,−ω),(2.7)

s+(θ, e
iπλ, ω) = s−(θ, λ,−ω),(2.8)

s−(θ, λ, ω) = s−(ω, λ, θ).(2.9)

The reader should note that we mean by the notation s the usual complex conjugate
on C. While this is possibly confusing, an alternate notation with ∗ risks being
confused with the adjoint of an operator.

Strictly speaking, [27] proved (2.7) - (2.9) only for P which are −Δ + V in
the exterior of a smooth, compact obstacle with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary
conditions. However, it is not difficult to see that their proof extends to self-adjoint
P satisfying the black box-type conditions we consider here.

The following lemma is analogous to [27, 2.7]. It seems that it is this identity in
which [27] made an error.

Lemma 2.2. With the notation as above, s+(θ, λ, ω) = s+(−ω, λ,−θ).

Proof. We have

s+(θ, λ, ω) = s−(θ, λ,−ω) = s−(−ω, λ, θ) = s+(−ω, λ,−θ)

where we have used respectively (2.7), (2.9), and (2.7). �

In [27, (2.7)] it is claimed that s+(θ, λ, ω) = s+(−θ, λ,−ω), and a related identity
for s− proved using the result for s+. This is in general not true, as we shall see.

Here we denote by R̃ the operator which on L2(Rd) is given by (R̃f)(x) = f(−x).

We shall also denote by R̃O the set {x ∈ Rd : −x ∈ O}, with a similar definition

of R̃∂O.
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Lemma 2.3. Let O ⊂ Rd be an open bounded set so that O has smooth boundary
∂O, and let V ∈ L∞

0 (Rd;R). Let P denote −Δ + V on Rd \ O with Dirichlet

(Neumann) boundary conditions. Let P R̃ denote −Δ+ V (−x) on Rd \ (R̃O) with
Dirichlet (respectively, Neumann) boundary condition. Then

s+,P R̃(θ, λ, ω) = s+,P (−θ, λ,−ω)

where s+,P R̃ and s+,P denote the functions s+ corresponding to P R̃ and P , respec-
tively.

We understand in the statement of this lemma that we may take O = ∅, in which
case there is no boundary condition.

Proof. We use notation similar to that of (2.5). We shall add a subscript P to v+
writing v+,P to denote its dependence on P .

Note that v+,P (−x, λ,−ω) satisfies

(P R̃ − λ2)
[
v+,P (−x, λ,−ω) + ψeiλx·ω

]
= 0 in R

d \ R̃O

with v+,P (−x) satisfying the Dirichlet (or Neumann) boundary condition on ∂RO.
Moreover, since v+,P (−x, λ,−ω) satisfies a radiation condition as in (2.4) with the
+ sign, we have for λ ∈ R \ {0} that v+,PR(x, λ, ω) = v+,P (−x, λ,−ω) and thus

s+,P R̃(θ, λ, ω) = s+,P (−θ, λ,−ω).

�

We continue with the notation of the previous lemma and show that [27, (2.7)],
that is, s+(θ, λ, ω) = s+(−θ, λ,−ω), cannot hold in general. The scattering matrix
at energy λ is determined by s+(θ, λ, ω); see (2.10). Thus by uniqueness results
of inverse scattering theory if either V ≡ 0 and Rd \ O is connected (e.g. [14,
Theorem 5.6]) or O = ∅ and V ∈ Cc(R

d;R) (e.g. [6, 7, 26]), and if s+,P R̃(θ, λ, ω) =

s+,P (θ, λ, ω), for all λ ∈ (0,∞) and all θ, ω ∈ S
d−1, then P R̃ = P and R̃O = O.

Thus if we use Lemma 2.2 we see that [27, (2.7)] is not true in general. However,
we have shown, if we temporarily assume Proposition 2.1, the following corollary.

Corollary 2.4. Suppose R̃O = O and V (−x) ≡ V (x), with O and V satisfying
the conditions of Lemma 2.3. In this case, if d is odd, S(λ)∗ = S(−λ), and if d is
even, S(λ)∗ = 2I − S(eiπλ).

Now we prove the proposition. We return to omitting the subscript P on s+, as
we will be working with a fixed operator P .

Proof of Proposition 2.1. We have [27, Section 2]

(2.10) S(λ)h(θ) = h(θ) +

(
iλ

2π

)(d−1)/2 ∫
h(ω)s−(−θ, λ, ω)dSω.

Now let λ > 0, that is, arg λ = 0. From (2.10), we see that for such λ the kernel of
S∗(λ)− I is given by

(2.11)

(
λ

2π

)(d−1)/2

e−πi(d−1)/4s−(−ω, λ, θ).
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On the other hand, the kernel of S(eiπλ)− I is(
ieiπλ

2π

)(d−1)/2

s−(−θ, e−iπλ, ω) =

(
λ

2π

)(d−1)/2

e3πi(d−1)/4s+(−θ, eiπλ,−ω)

=

(
λ

2π

)(d−1)/2

e3πi(d−1)/4s−(−θ, λ, ω)(2.12)

from (2.7) and (2.8). Applying (2.9) to (2.12) and comparing (2.11) finishes the
proof of the proposition. �

3. Preliminary results on multiplicities of poles

and some consequences of (2.2)

In this section we work only in even dimension d. The main points of this section
are to define the multiplicities of poles of the resolvent and scattering matrix, and
to prove Proposition 1.1, which identifies poles of the scattering matrix on Λm+1

with zeros of a scalar function defined on Λ0.

3.1. Multiplicities of the poles of the resolvent. This subsection recalls a
result on the structure of the resolvent at a pole and defines two notions for the
multiplicity of the pole of the resolvent.

A result which we shall need is the following lemma, which is essentially [9,
Lemma 2.4] in a different setting. We do not give a proof, as it follows essentially
identically the proof of that result. We use notation similar to that of [9, Lemma
2.4], but adapted for this context. In the statement below and later in this paper
we use the notation λ2 for the analytic continuation of the function which is equal
to λ2 for λ ∈ Λ0 � {z ∈ C : Im z > 0}.

Lemma 3.1 (cf. [9, Lemma 2.4]). If R has a pole at λ0 ∈ Λ, then there is a finite
p > 0 so that

R(λ) =

p∑
k=1

Ak(λ0)

(λ2 − λ2
0)

k
+HR(λ0, λ)

where HR(λ0, λ) is holomorphic near λ0. There is a constant 0 < q < ∞ so that

(3.1) Ak(λ0) =

q∑
l,m=1

almk ϕl ⊗ ϕm,

with

ϕl ⊗ ϕm(f) = ϕl

∫
fϕm,

for f ∈ H having f 	→ f�Rd\U with compact support. Moreover, ϕm, m = 1, . . . , q,
satisfy

ϕm ∈ H if λ0 ∈ ∂Λ0,

ϕm ∈ DU ⊕ e|x|(|λ0|| sin arg λ0|+ε)C∞
b (Rd \ U) otherwise.

If ak(λ0) denotes the matrix (almk (λ0))1≤l,m≤q, then a1(λ0) is symmetric with rank
q, d(λ0) = a1(λ0)

−1a2(λ0) is nilpotent, and ak(λ0) = a1(λ0)d(λ0)
k−1, k > 1.
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We shall in fact need two notions related to the multiplicity of a pole of the
resolvent. We first define the multiplicity μR of a pole of the resolvent R as follows.
Given λ0 ∈ Λ, define γλ0

to be a small positively oriented circle centered at λ0 that
contains no poles of the resolvent except, possibly, a pole at λ0. Define

(3.2) μR(λ0)
def
= rank

∫
γλ0

R(λ)2λdλ = rank

∫
γλ0

R(λ)dλ.

We note that by an argument just as in the proof of [9, Lemma 2.4], this is the
same as the dimension of the image of the singular part of R at λ0.

We need another, more restrictive, notion of multiplicity related to the resol-
vent of P satisfying the black box conditions. The need for this is related to the
possibility of eigenvalues of P�HU

; we provide an example below.
Let

(3.3) χ ∈ C∞
c (Rd) satisfy χ ≡ 1 on U

where U is as in the black box assumptions on P of Section 2. Then define

μ(1−χ)R(λ0)
def
= rank

∫
γλ0

(1− χ)R(λ)dλ.

For any χ, χ̃ both satisfying (3.3), unique continuation together with the expansion
of Lemma 3.1 implies that μ(1−χ)R(λ0) = μ(1−χ̃)R(λ0).

It is clear that

(3.4) μ(1−χ)R(λ0) ≤ μR(λ0).

Moreover, the inequality can be strict, and it is the strictness of this inequality
that makes having two definitions useful. Consider the following example. Let
O ⊂ R

d be an open bounded set with smooth boundary ∂O. Suppose in addition
that Rd \ O has two connected components: Rd \ O = Ωext � Ωbded, where Ωext

is unbounded and Ωbded is bounded, and each is connected. An example of such
an O is an annulus in R2. Then let P = −Δ with Dirichlet boundary conditions
on R

d \ O. This operator P satisfies all the black box conditions. It is really the
direct sum of two operators: one with discrete spectrum (the Dirichlet Laplacian
on Ωbded) and one with absolutely continuous spectrum (the Dirichlet Laplacian
on Ωext). The inequality (3.4) is strict at points eiπmλ1, where m ∈ Z and λ2

1 is
an eigenvalue of P (which here is the same as the set of eigenvalues of the Dirchlet
Laplacian on Ωbded).

We include the following lemma now to further explain the relationship between
the two notions of the multiplicity of a pole of the resolvent. The proof uses a result
of [23], a representation of the scattering matrix, recalled here in Proposition 4.1.
It also uses Lemma 4.4, the proof of which does not use the lemma below.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose χ ∈ C∞
c (Rd) satisfies (3.3). For λ0 ∈ Λ,

μR(λ0) = μ(1−χ)R(λ0) + dim{f ∈ H : (P − λ2
0)f = 0 and (1− χ)f ≡ 0}.

Proof. We use the notation of Lemma 3.1. By taking linear combinations of the
ϕm if necessary and relabeling, we can assume that there is an n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q+1}
so that (1− χ)ϕm ≡ 0 for m = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 and so that (1− χ)ϕn, . . . , (1− χ)ϕq

are linearly independent. This n is uniquely determined, and n = 1 + μR(λ0) −
μR(1−χ)(λ0). If n > 1, then since (P − λ2

0)Ak(λ0) = Ak+1(λ0) and Ap+1(λ0) =
0 (see [9, (2.22)]), we must have at least one eigenfunction of P in the span of
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{ϕ1, . . . , ϕn−1} and must have λ2
0 ∈ R. Suppose there is an l0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}

so that ϕl0 is not in the null space of P − λ2
0. Since (P − λ2

0)ϕl0 is in the span of
{ϕ1, . . . , ϕn−1}, it is in H. But since (P − λ2

0)
pϕm = 0 for m = 1, . . . , q, using that

P is a self-adjoint and ϕl0 ∈ H, this is a contradiction. Thus

μR(λ0) ≤ μ(1−χ)R(λ0) + dim{f ∈ H : (P − λ2
0)f = 0 and (1− χ)f ≡ 0}.

To see that

μR(λ0) ≥ μ(1−χ)R(λ0) + dim{f ∈ H : (P − λ2
0)f = 0 and (1− χ)f ≡ 0}

one can use the expression for S(λ) from Proposition 4.1 along with Lemma 4.4. �
Thus we can see that it is the poles of (1−χ)R(λ) which are traditionally called

resonances. Often the poles λ0 with arg λ0/π ∈ Z are excluded, as they correspond
to embedded eigenvalues.

3.2. Multiplicities of the poles of the scattering matrix. This subsection
contains a number of notions related to the multiplicity of poles of the scattering
matrix. One such is a measure of the multiplicities of the zeros and poles of a scalar
function, which we shall denote msc, with the “sc” for scalar. Let f be a scalar
function meromorphic on Λ, not identically 0, and let λ0 ∈ Λ. If f(λ0) = 0, define
msc(f, λ0) to be the multiplicity of λ0 as a zero of f . If f has a pole at λ0, define
msc(f, λ0) to be minus the order of the pole of f at λ0. If λ0 is neither a pole nor
a zero of f , set msc(f, λ0) = 0. Thus msc(f, ·) is positive at zeros and negative at
poles. This definition of “msc” agrees with the one given in the introduction.

Next we define the (maximum) multiplicity μS,max(λ0) of λ0 ∈ Λ as a pole of S.
Near λ0, we may for some finite p write

S(λ) =

p∑
j=1

Bj(λ0)

(λ− λ0)j
+HS(λ0, λ)

def
= Ss(λ0, λ) +HS(λ0, λ)

where HS(λ0, λ) is holomorphic near λ0. Note that Bj(λ0) is finite rank for j =
1, . . . , p, and since the Bj are uniquely determined, so is Ss(λ0, λ). Then set

(3.5) μS,max(λ0)
def
= −msc(det(I + Ss(λ0, λ)), λ0).

We discuss this definition further in Lemma 3.3. We note that our definition of the
multiplicity of a pole of S(λ) differs from one commonly used in scattering theory,
that is

(3.6) − 1

2πi
tr

(∫
γλ0

S−1(λ)S′(λ)dλ

)

where γλ0
is a small positively oriented circle centered at λ0 and enclosing no

singularities of S or S−1 except possibly λ0 (see, for example, [3, Equation 1.3]).
We shall make use of this quantity in some places. Roughly speaking, the expression
in (3.6) counts the multiplicity of the pole of S at λ0 minus the multiplicity of the
zero of S at λ0; see Lemma 3.3. For many applications in scattering theory this
is sufficient, as one expects all but a finite number of the poles in one half-plane
of C, and all but a finite number of zeros in the other half-plane of C. The even-
dimensional Euclidean scattering case is more complicated. If m ∈ Z has |m| > 1,
we expect in general that Λm contains both infinitely many poles and infinitely
many zeros of S. Thus the definition (3.5) we use here counts the multiplicities of
the poles without subtracting the multiplicities of the zeros.
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The following lemma is well known, using that S(λ) = (S∗(λ))−1. We outline a
proof, in part in an effort to make notions of multiplicities of a pole of the scattering
matrix more transparent.

Lemma 3.3. Let P be a self-adjoint operator satisfying the black box conditions
recalled in Section 2. Let γλ0

be a small, positively oriented curve in Λ enclosing
λ0 and no zeros nor poles of S(λ), except possibly at λ0 itself. Then

1

2πi
tr

∫
γλ0

S′(λ)S−1(λ)dλ = μS,max(λ0)− μS,max(λ0) = msc(detS(λ), λ0).

Proof. We note that S(λ)− I is a compact operator which is finitely meromorphic
on Λ; that is, the only singularities of S(λ) are poles, and at each pole the singular
part is of finite rank.1 From [8, Theorem 3.1], one can write near λ = λ0,

S(λ) = E(λ)D(λ)F (λ)

where E, F are holomorphic with holomorphic inverses for λ in a neighborhood of
λ0. Moreover,

(3.7) D(λ) = P0 +
n∑

j=1

(λ− λ0)
kjPj

and the Pj , j = 0, 1, . . . , n, are mutually orthogonal projections, trPj = 1 for

j ≥ 1, k1, . . . , kn are integers, and Q
def
= I −

∑n
j=0 Pj is finite-dimensional. In fact,

using that S(λ) has a meromorphic inverse, Q = 0. Moreover, the set {k1, . . . , kn}
is uniquely determined by S and λ0. Now

μS,max(λ0) =

n∑
j=1

max(0,−kj)

where the kj are as in (3.7). A comparison with [8] shows that the right hand side
is what is called P (S(λ0)) there. In the notation of [8],

N(S(λ0)) =
n∑

j=1

max(kj , 0)

and in ours, using that S(λ)−1 = S∗(λ),

μS,max(λ0) =

n∑
j=1

max(kj , 0).

Then from [8, Theorem 2.1] we have

1

2πi
tr

∫
γλ0

S′(λ)S−1(λ)dλ =
n∑

j=1

kj = μS,max(λ0)− μS,max(λ0).

Finally, the second equality of the lemma is a special case of [8, Theorem 5.1]. �

1Note that Λ does not include any points which project to the origin on the boundary of the
physical half-plane.
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3.3. A relation between poles of the scattering matrix on Λm+1 and zeros
of a scalar function on Λ0. Proposition 1.1 is proved in this section by fairly
algebraic techniques.

The following lemma is a consequence of (2.2) and S∗(λ) = S−1(λ).

Lemma 3.4. Let d be even, λ ∈ Λ, and m ∈ N0. Then

(S(λ)R)
(
S(eiπλ)R

)
· · ·

(
S(eimπλ)R

)
= [(m+ 1)S(λ)−mI]Rm+1.

Moreover,

(S(eimπλ)R)(S(ei(m−1)πλ)R) · · · (S(λ)R) = Rm [(m+ 1)S(λ)−mI]R.

Proof. The first identity trivially holds for m = 0. We now assume it holds for all
integers between 0 and m inclusively, and show it holds for m+ 1. From (2.2),

RS(ei(m+1)πλ)R = 2I − S∗(e−imπλ) = 2I −
(
S(eimπλ)

)−1
.

Multiplying both sides on the left by S(eimπλ) gives

(3.8) S(eimπλ)RS(ei(m+1)πλ)R = 2S(eimπλ)− I.

We note that if m = 0, this is the desired identity for m+1 = 1. So assume m ≥ 1.
Using the inductive hypothesis, multiply both sides of (3.8) on the left by

(S(λ)R) · · · (S(ei(m−1)πλ)R) = [mS(λ)− (m− 1)I]Rm

to obtain

(S(λ)R)
(
S(eiπλ)R

)
· · · (S(ei(m+1)πλ)R)

= 2[S(λ)R · · · S(ei(m−1)πλ)RS(eimπλ)R]R− [mS(λ)− (m− 1)I]Rm.

Using the inductive hypothesis again, we find

(S(λ)R)
(
S(eiπλ)R

)
· · · (S(ei(m+1)πλ)R)

= 2[(m+ 1)S(λ)−mI]R1+m+1 − [mS(λ)− (m− 1)I]Rm

= [(m+ 2)S(λ)− (m+ 1)I]Rm

as desired.
The proof of the second equality is very similar. �

We recall the statement of Proposition 1.1.

Proposition 1.1. Let d be even and let S(λ) denote the scattering matrix associated
with an operator P satisfying the black box conditions recalled in Section 2, and let
μS,max(λ0) denote the “maximal multiplicity” of λ0 ∈ Λ as a pole of S as defined
in (3.5). Then for m ∈ N0,

msc(det((m+ 1)S(λ)−mI), λ0) =

m∑
j=0

msc(detS(λ), e
ijπλ0)

= μS,max(e
iπ(m+1)λ0)− μS,max(λ0).

Before proving the proposition, we note that it shows that the poles of the
scattering matrix on Λm+1 correspond (with perhaps a finite number of exceptions)
to the zeros of a scalar function det((m + 1)S(λ) − mI) on Λ0. This function is
meromorphic on Λ0, with at most finitely many poles (corresponding to eigenvalues
of P ) there. This is of course familiar in the odd-dimensional case, where it is well
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known and has been extensively used, that with at most finitely many exceptions
the poles of the scattering matrix in the nonphysical half-plane correspond to zeros
of the determinant of the scattering matrix in the physical half-plane Λ0.

We also note that using the symmetry of the poles of the scattering matrix which
is implied by Proposition 2.1, poles of the scattering matrix on Λ−m, m ∈ N, can
be identified with zeros of a scalar function using Proposition 1.1.

Proof. We give the proof for m = 2l even; the proof for odd m is similar. Multiply
both sides of the first identity of Lemma 3.4 (with m replaced by 2l) by R on the
right and rearrange slightly to get

S(λ)
(
RS(eiπλ)R

)
S(ei2πλ) · · ·

(
RS(ei(2l−1)πλ)R

)
S(ei2lπλ) = (2l + 1)S(λ)− 2lI.

Since S(λ) differs from the identity by a trace class operator, so do RSR and
(2l + 1)S − 2lI. Thus we have

det(S(λ)) det(RS(eiπλ)R) · · · det(RS(ei(2l−1)πλ)R) det(S(ei2lπλ))

= det((2l + 1)S(λ)− 2lI).

Using that R2 = I and det(I +AB) = det(I +BA) when A is trace class and B is
bounded,

det(S(λ)) det(S(eiπλ))···det(S(ei(2l−1)πλ)) det(S(ei2lπλ)) = det((2l+1)S(λ)−2lI).

This gives us

(3.9)

2l∑
j=0

msc(det(S(λ)), e
iπjλ0) = msc(det ((2l + 1)S(λ)− 2lI) , λ0).

By (2.2), λ0 ∈ Λ is a pole of S(λ) if and only if eπiλ0 is a pole of S∗(λ), and the
(maximum) multiplicities coincide. Applying this and Lemma 3.3,

2l∑
j=0

msc(det(S(λ)), e
iπjλ0) =

2l∑
j=0

(
−μS,max(e

iπjλ0) + μS,max(e
−iπjλ0)

)

=
2l∑

j=0

(
−μS,max(e

iπjλ0) + μS,max(e
iπ(j+1)λ0)

)

= μS,max(e
iπ(2l+1)λ0)− μS,max(λ0).

Combined with (3.9), this completes the proof. �

4. Poles of the resolvent and poles of the scattering matrix

In this section we work only in even dimensions d. The main result of this section
is Theorem 4.5, an identification between the poles of the resolvent and the poles
of the scattering matrix. This theorem implies Theorem 1.2. While analogs of this
result are well known both in odd dimensions and for points in Λ1 and Λ−1 (see
e.g. [11, 19, 23, 27]), we are unaware of a proof in the literature which includes the
other sheets of Λ.

We shall use [23, Proposition 2.1], which we recall here for the convenience of
the reader. We have changed the notation to be consistent with the notation of
this paper. We remark that there are a number of similar representations of the
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scattering matrix in the literature; see, for example, [22, Section 2] or [36, Section
3]. We recall that our Hilbert space H has an orthogonal decomposition

H = HU ⊕ L2(Rd \ U)

where U ⊂ Rd is a bounded open set.

Proposition 4.1 ([23, Proposition 2.1]). For φ ∈ C∞
c (Rd), let us denote by

E
φ
±(λ) : L

2(Rd) → L2(Sd−1)

the operator with the kernel φ(x) exp(±iλ〈x, ω〉). Let us choose χi ∈ C∞
c (Rd),

i = 1, 2, 3, such that χi ≡ 1 near U and χi+1 ≡ 1 on suppχi.
Then for 0 < arg λ < π we have S(λ) = I +A(λ), where

A(λ) = iπ(2π)−dλ(d−1)/2
E
χ3

+ (λ)[Δ, χ1]R(λ)[Δ, χ2]
t
E
χ3

− (λ)

where tE denotes the transpose of E. The identity holds for λ ∈ Λ by analytic
continuation.

For λ > 0 let Φ(λ, x, ω) be the function satisfying

(P − λ2)Φ(λ, x, ω) = 0,

Φ(λ, rθ, ω) = e−iλrθ·ω + r−(d−1)/2eiλr (s+(θ, λ,−ω) + o(r)) as r → ∞.

Here we understand that P acts in the x variable, and r > 0, θ ∈ S
d−1. The

function Φ has a meromorphic extension to λ ∈ Λ which we denote in the same
way. Note that if χ1 ∈ C∞

c (Rd) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.1, then

Φ(λ, x, ω) = (1− χ1)e
−iλx·ω +R(λ)[Δ, χ1]e

−iλx·ω.

We shall also denote by Φ(λ) the operator from L2(Sd−1) to HU ⊕ L2
loc(R

d \ U)
which is given by

(Φ(λ)f)(x) =

∫
Sd−1

f(ω)Φ(λ, x, ω)dSω,

and by Φt(λ) the transpose. By Stone’s formula, for λ > 0,

(4.1) R(λ)−R(λeiπ) = αdλ
d−2Φ(λ)Φt(λeiπ),

where αd = −i(2π)1−d/2; compare [16, (2.26)]. Since both sides have meromorphic
extensions to Λ, the equality holds for λ ∈ Λ away from the poles.

The next two lemmas pave the way for Lemma 4.4, which expresses the resolvent
at eimπλ in terms of S(eimπλ), R(λ), and Φ(λ).

Lemma 4.2. For λ ∈ Λ,

Φ(λeiπ) = Φ(λ)RS∗(λ).

Proof. Although this is well known, we sketch the proof. For λ > 0 and x ∈ R
n \U ,

Φ(λeiπ, x, ω)−
(
Φ(λ)RS∗(λ)

)
(x, ω)

= eiλ|x||x|−(d−1)/2(β(x/|x|, ω)) +O(|x|−(d+1)/2) as |x| → ∞

for some function β ∈ C∞(Sd−1 × Sd−1). By Rellich’s uniqueness theorem, since
Φ(λeiπ) − Φ(λ)RS∗(λ) is in the null space of P − λ2, this is enough to show the
difference is 0. The general result follows by analytic continuation. �
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Lemma 4.3. For m ∈ N and λ ∈ Λ,

Φ(λeimπ)Φt(λei(m+1)π)

= Φ(λ)
[
(m+ 1)2Rm+1S∗(λe−imπ)Rm

−m2RmS∗(λe−i(m−1)π)Rm−1 − 2mR
]
Φt(λ).

Proof. By repeatedly applying Lemma 4.2 and the identity (RS∗)t = RS∗, we have

(4.2) Φ(λeimπ)Φt(λei(m+1)π)

= Φ(λ)RS∗(λ)RS∗(λe−iπ) · · · RS∗(λe−i(m−1)π)RS∗(λe−imπ)

· RS∗(λe−i(m−1)π) · · · RS∗(λ)Φt(λ).

Lemma 3.4 implies that for p ∈ N0,

RS∗(eipπλ)RS∗(λei(p−1)π) · · · RS∗(λ) = Rp+1 [(p+ 1)S∗(λ)− pI] .

Applying this identity with λeipπ replaced by λ and with p = m, we find that (4.2)
is

Φ(λ)Rm+1
[
(m+ 1)S∗(λe−imπ)−mI

]
RS∗(λe−i(m−1)π) · · · RS∗(λ)Φt(k).

Distributing and then using the second part of Lemma 3.4 twice, this is

Φ(λ)Rm+1(m+ 1)
[
(m+ 1)S∗(λe−imπ)−mI

]
RmΦt(λ)

−mΦ(λ)Rm
[
mS∗(λe−i(m−1)π)− (m− 1)I

]
Rm−1Φt(λ)

= Φ(λ)
[
(m+ 1)2Rm+1S∗(λe−imπ)Rm

−m2RmS∗(λe−i(m−1)π)Rm−1 − 2mR
]
Φt(λ). �

The next lemma allows us to express the resolvent on Λm, m ∈ N, in terms of
the resolvent on Λ0, the generalized eigenfunctions Φ(λ) on Λ0, and the scattering
matrix S on Λm.

Lemma 4.4. Let P satisfy the general black box conditions recalled in Section 2.
Then for m ∈ N,

(4.3) R(eimπλ)−R(λ) = αdmλd−2Φ(λ)Rm+1
[
mS(eimπλ)− (m+ 1)I

]
RmΦt(λ).

Proof. We have

R(eimπλ)−R(λ) =
m∑
j=1

(R(eijπλ)−R(ei(j−1)πλ))

= −
m∑
j=1

αdλ
d−2Φ(ei(j−1)πλ)Φt(λeijπ)

= −
m∑
j=1

αdλ
d−2Φ(λ)

[
j2RjS∗(λe−i(j−1)π)Rj−1

−(j − 1)2Rj−1S∗(λe−i(j−2)π)Rj−2 − 2(j − 1)R
]
Φt(λ)

where the second equality follows from (4.1) and the third follows from Lemma 4.3.
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Now
m∑
j=1

[
j2RjS∗(λe−i(j−1)π)Rj−1 − (j − 1)2Rj−1S∗(λe−i(j−2)π)Rj−2 − 2(j − 1)R

]

= m2RmS∗(λe−i(m−1)π)Rm−1 −m(m− 1)R
using the fact that the first two summands telescope. Since

S∗(λe−i(m−1)π) = 2I −RS(eimπλ)R
from (2.2), this proves the lemma. �

We now turn more directly to the central result of this section.

Theorem 4.5. Let d be even and P satisfy the general black box conditions recalled
in Section 2, and let χ ∈ C∞

c (Rd) have χ ≡ 1 on U . Then for λ0 ∈ Λ,

μ(1−χ)R(λ0)− μ(1−χ)R(λ0) = −msc(detS(λ), λ0) = μS,max(λ0)− μS,max(λ0)

and

μR(λ0)− μR(λ0) = −msc(detS(λ), λ0) = μS,max(λ0)− μS,max(λ0).

We note the second equality in each displayed equation follows from Lemma 3.3,
and that this theorem implies Theorem 1.2.

This result is well known in odd dimensions, and in even dimensions is known
for λ ∈ Λ1∪Λ−1 [11,19,23,27]. As we are unaware of a proof in the literature valid
for other points in Λ for even dimensions d, we include it in this section. The proof
we shall give of Theorem 4.5 follows rather closely the proof of an analogous result
of Borthwick and Perry for asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds given in [3], and
of a similar result by Petkov and Zworski (for a subset of Λ) in [23]. The paper
[3] uses Agmon’s perturbation theory of resonances [1] together with some ideas of
Klopp and Zworski’s paper [12] to prove a result on generic simplicity of resonances
(away from certain points). The analog of Theorem 4.5 is then proved first for
situations in which the resonances are simple, and then for the general case using
as an ingredient the genericity result.

Denote by Y m
l , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m = 1, 2, . . .m(l), a complete orthonormal set of

the spherical harmonics on Sd−1, where m(l) = 2l+d−2
d−2

(
l+d−3
d−3

)
. These eigenfunc-

tions of the Laplacian ΔSd−1 on Sd−1 satisfy

−ΔSd−1Y m
l = l(l + d− 2)Y m

l , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m = 1, 2, . . . , m(l).

From [30, Lemma 3]2

(4.4) eiλx·ω = (2π)d/2
∞∑
l=0

m(l)∑
m=1

ilY
m

l (θ)Y m
l (ω)(λr)1−d/2Jl+d/2−1(λr), x = rθ.

This equality is classical for d = 3.
The next two lemmas prove special cases of Theorem 4.5 under an assumption

of simplicity of the pole of (1− χ)R at λ0.

Lemma 4.6. Let P be self-adjoint and satisfy the other general black box conditions
recalled in Section 2 and let χ ∈ C∞

c (Rd), with χ ≡ 1 on U . Let λ0 ∈ Λ and suppose
μ(1−χ)R(λ0) ≤ 1. Then μ(1−χ)R(λ0) = μS,max(λ0).

2The proof in [30] holds for d ≥ 3 at least; the proof for d = 2 follows from the Jacobi-Anger
expansion.
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Proof. When μ(1−χ)R(λ0) ≤ 1, from Proposition 4.1 we see that we must have
μS,max(λ0) ≤ μ(1−χ)R(λ0).

So suppose μ(1−χ)R(λ0) = 1. It follows from Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and its
proof that R has a simple pole at λ0. It is enough to show that μS,max(λ0) ≥ 1.
From the proof of [28, Lemma 3.2], [23, Equation 4.2] or [33, Equation 4.1],

(4.5) (1− χ)R(λ) = (1− χ)R0(λ)(I +K(λ))−1

where R0(λ) is the resolvent for −Δ on Rd and K(λ) : HU ⊕ L2
0(R

d \ U) → HU ⊕
L2
0(R

d \U) is a compact operator. Thus since (1−χ)R(λ) has a simple pole of rank
1 at λ0 by assumption, the residue of (1−χ)R at λ0 is of the form (see Lemma 3.1)

a(1− χ)ϕ⊗ ϕ

where a is a nonzero constant, (P − λ2
0)ϕ = 0, and (1− χ)ϕ �≡ 0. Moreover, since

by (4.5) and the more explicit expressions for K(λ) found in the references given,
(1− χ)ϕ = (1− χ)R0(λ0)g for some g ∈ HU ⊕ L2

0(R
d \ U), we have

(4.6) (1− χ)ϕ(rθ) =
∑
l,m

clmY m
l (θ)r1−d/2H

(1)
l+d/2−1(rλ0), for sufficiently large r.

By unique continuation not all of the clm can be 0.
To show that μS,max(λ0) ≥ 1, by Proposition 4.1 it is enough to show that

C∞(Sd−1) �
∫

ϕ(x)[Δ, χj ]e
iλ0x·ωdx �≡ 0, j = 1, 2,

for χj as in the statement of the proposition. Using Green’s theorem,∫
ϕ(x)[Δ, χj ]e

iλ0x·ωdx =

∫
ϕ(x)[Δ, χj − 1]eiλ0x·ωdx

= −
∫
|x|=R

(
ϕ(x)

∂

∂|x|e
iλ0x·ω − eiλ0x·ω ∂

∂|x|ϕ
)
dS(4.7)

if R > R0, where R0 satisfies suppχj ⊂ B(0, R0) = {x ∈ Rd : |x| < R0}. Notice
the right hand side of (4.7) is independent R satisfying this condition. Applying
this with the expansions (4.6) and (4.4) gives, for R sufficiently large,

(4.8)

∫
ϕ(x)[Δ, χj ]e

iλ0x·ωdx =
∑

Y m
l (ω)clm(2π)d/2ilλ

1−d/2
0 glm

where

glm = Rd/2

[
Jl+d/2−1(λ0R)

∂

∂R

(
R1−d/2H

(1)
l+d/2−1(λ0R)

)

−H
(1)
l+d/2−1(λ0R)

∂

∂R

(
R1−d/2Jl+d/2−1(λ0R)

)]
.

Of course, glm is in fact independent of R.
Now we use that if α ∈ N, Jα(λ) and Hα(λ) are holomorphic functions on Λ

satisfying, for m ∈ Z,

Jα(e
imπλ) = eimαπJα(λ)

and

H(1)
α (eimπλ) = (−1)mα

[
H(1)

α (λ)− 2mJα(λ)
]
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[20, p. 239, 4.13]. Using that λ0 = eimπλ1 for some m ∈ Z and λ1 with 0 ≤ arg λ1 <
π,
(4.9)

glm = R

[
Jl+d/2−1(λ1R)

∂

∂R
H

(1)
l+d/2−1(λ1R)−H

(1)
l+d/2−1(λ1R)

∂

∂R
Jl+d/2−1(λ1R)

]
.

We recall the expansions, valid as |z| → ∞,
(4.10)

H(1)
ν (z) =

(
2

πz

)1/2

ei(z−πν/2−π/4)
(
1 +O(|z|−1)

)
, if − π + δ ≤ arg z ≤ 2π − δ

and

(4.11) Jν(z) =

(
1

2πz

)1/2

e−i(z−νπ/2−π/4) (1 +O(1/|z|)) if δ < arg z < π − δ

[21, Equation 9.2.7] and [21, Equation 9.2.1]. In each case, δ > 0 and the principal
branch of the square root is taken. If we apply these expansions and the related one
for the derivatives (see [21, Equations 9.2.11 and 9.2.13]), the leading order terms
can be obtained by differentiating the leading order terms of (4.10) and (4.11). We
find

glm = 2i/π +O(1/R) as R → ∞
provided arg λ1 �= 0. Since glm is in fact constant, we have shown that glm = 2i/π.
Thus by (4.8),

∫
ϕ(x)[Δ, χj ]e

iλ0x·ωdx �≡ 0 and S has a simple pole with a residue
of rank 1 at λ0 if arg λ1 �= 0.

We finish our proof by noting that our assumption that λ0 is a simple pole of
(1−χ)R(λ) means that arg(λ0)/π �∈ Z. To see this, recall that under our assumption
that P is self-adjoint this is well known for arg λ0 = 0. Then Proposition 1.1,
combined with the fact that S is unitary on arg λ = 0 since P is self-adjoint, shows
that S(λ) cannot have poles with (argλ)/π ∈ Z. Finally, (4.3) and its adjoint
equation show that (1− χ)R(λ) cannot have poles with (arg λ)/π ∈ Z. �

The next lemma builds a bit on the previous one.

Lemma 4.7. Let P satisfy the general black box conditions recalled in Section 2,
and let χ ∈ C∞

c (Rd), with χ ≡ 1 on U . Let λ0 ∈ Λ and suppose both μ(1−χ)R(λ0) ≤
1 and μ(1−χ)R(λ0) ≤ 1. Then

μR(λ0)− μR(λ0) = −msc(detS(λ), λ0).

Proof. Applying Lemmas 3.3 and 4.6 we see that

(4.12) μ(1−χ)R(λ0)− μ(1−χ)R(λ0) = −msc(detS(λ), λ0).

It follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 4.4 that for m ∈ Z

(4.13) μR(λe
imπ)− μ(1−χ)R(λe

imπ) = μR(λ)− μ(1−χ)R(λ).

Next we note that if μR(λ) − μ(1−χ)R(λ) > 0, then 2(arg λ)/π ∈ Z by Lemma 3.2

and using the self-adjointness of P . But if this holds, then (arg λ − arg λ)/π ∈ Z.
Thus applying (4.12) and (4.13) finishes the proof. �

The following proposition extends the main result of [12] and is very closely
related to Theorem 5.1 of [3]. Below we use the notation RP+V (λ) for the mero-
morphic continuation of the resolvent of P + V to Λ.
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Proposition 4.8. Suppose P satisfies the black box conditions recalled in Section
2, and let U ⊂ Rd be the bounded open set as in the statement of the hypotheses
on P , with Pf = −Δf for f ∈ H2(Rd \ U). Let χ ∈ C∞

c (Rd) satisfy χ ≡ 1 on U .
Then the set of potentials V ∈ C∞

c (Rd \ U ;R) for which all poles of (1 − χ)RP+V

are simple with rank 1 residues is a dense Gδ set in C∞
c (Rd \ U ;R).

In fact, [12] proved that generically the resonances in Λ1 ∪Λ−1 are simple. Here
we say a statement holds generically if it holds for a dense Gδ set. The proof of
[12] uses complex scaling and so does not obviously immediately extend to other
sheets of Λ. The paper [3] proved the generic simplicity of resonances for Δg + V
on asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds. There the main ingredient of the proof is
Agmon’s perturbation theory for resonances [1], which is sufficiently general to be
applicable to the situation described in Proposition 4.8. A second part of the proof
is a unique continuation theorem, also valid here. The proof of Proposition 4.8 in
this setting follows so closely the proof of [3, Theorem 5.1] that we do not repeat
it here.

Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let γλ0
be a small positively oriented circle centered at λ0

which does not enclose any other poles of RP (λ) and so that γλ0
encloses no poles

of R∗
P (λ) except possibly one at λ = λ0. Moreover, we require that both RP (λ)

and R∗
P (λ) are holomorphic on γλ0

itself.

For t ∈ R and V ∈ C∞
c (Rd\U), we shall denote by RP+tV the resolvent of P+tV

and similarly by SP+tV the associated scattering matrix. For any V ∈ C∞
c (Rd \U)

so that no poles of RP+tV (λ) cross γλ0
for t ∈ [0, 1], the operator-valued integral∫

γλ0

RP+tV (λ)dλ

is continuous for t ∈ [0, 1]. Hence for such V and for all t ∈ [0, 1], the rank of the
residue is constant and equal to its value at t = 0:

rank

∫
γλ0

RP+tV (λ)dλ = μRP
(λ0)(4.14)

and

rank

∫
γλ0

(1− χ)RP+tV (λ)dλ = μ(1−χ)RP
(λ0).(4.15)

We note that it follows from Lemma 3.1 that

rank

∫
γλ0

RP+tV (λ)(1− χ) = rank

∫
γλ0

(1− χ)RP+tV (λ).

Likewise, if no poles of R∗
P+tV (λ) cross γλ0

for t ∈ [0, 1], then for all t ∈ [0, 1]

rank

∫
γλ0

R∗
P+tV (λ)dλ = μRP

(λ0)(4.16)

and

rank

∫
γλ0

R∗
P+tV (λ)(1− χ)dλ = μ(1−χ)RP

(λ0),(4.17)

using that the rank of A∗ is equal to the rank of A.
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By Proposition 4.8, we may choose V ∈ C∞
c (Rd \U ;R) so that no poles of either

RP+tV (λ) or R∗
P+tV (λ) cross γλ0

for t ∈ [0, 1] and so that (1 − χ)RP+tV (λ) has
simple poles with rank one residues for some t0 ∈ [0, 1].

Then we use (4.14) - (4.17), (4.12), and Lemma 4.7 to show that

μRP
(λ0)− μRP

(λ0) = μ(1−χ)RP
(λ0)− μ(1−χ)RP

(λ0)

= − 1

2πi
tr

∫
γλ0

S−1
P+t0V

(λ)S′
P+t0V (λ)dλ.

(4.18)

When V is chosen as above, by Lemma 3.3 and using the choice of γλ0
,

msc(det(SP (λ)), λ0) =
1

2πi
tr

∫
γλ0

S−1
P (λ)S′

P (λ)dλ.

Since neither zeros nor poles of SP (λ) lie on γλ0
for t ∈ [0, 1], the operator-valued

integral
1

2πi
tr

∫
γλ0

S−1
P+tV (λ)S

′
P+tV (λ)dλ

is a continuous function of t ∈ [0, 1], and hence, being an integer, is the constant
msc(det(SP (λ)), λ0). Combining this observation with (4.18) proves the theorem.

�

We give a corollary to Theorem 4.5 which may be helpful in studying resonances
on Λm.

Corollary 4.9. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.5, for λ1 ∈ Λ, m ∈ N,

μ(1−χ)R(λ1e
imπ)− μ(1−χ)R(λ1) = msc(det(mS(λ)− (m− 1)I), λ1)

= μR(λ1e
imπ)− μR(λ1).

Proof. We note first that R(λ) = R∗(eiπλ) means that μR(λ) = μR(e
iπλ), and sim-

ilarly for μ(1−χ)R. Using this and applying Theorem 4.5 give μR(λ0)−μR(e
iπλ0) =

−msc(detS, λ0) for any λ0 ∈ Λ. Repeatedly using this identity with λ0 replaced
by λ1, e

iπλ1,. . . , e
i(m−1)πλ1 in turn, and adding give

(4.19)

μR(λ1)−μR(e
iπλ1)+μR(e

iπλ1)−μR(e
i2πλ1)+ · · ·+μR(e

i(m−1)πλ1)−μR(e
imπλ1)

= −msc(detS, λ1)−msc(detS, e
iπλ1)− · · · −msc(detS, e

i(m−1)πλ1).

Applying Proposition 1.1, we find

μR(λ1)− μR(e
imπλ1) = −msc (det(mS(λ)− (m− 1)I), λ1) .

The result for μR(1−χ) follows similarly. �

5. Pure imaginary poles and (2.2)

The purpose of this section is to prove some consequences of (2.2) regarding
poles of the scattering matrix in even dimensions. Among other things, we shall
point out the importance of the distinction between (2.2) and (2.1) when related
to the question of the existence of pure imaginary poles of the scattering matrix or
resolvent. In this section we again assume d is even.
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Theorem 5.1. Let σ > 0, and denote by iσ the point of Λ with argument π/2 and
norm σ. If S(iσ)− I has only pure imaginary eigenvalues, then S(λ) is analytic in
a neighborhood of ei(mπ+π/2)σ, m ∈ Z \ {0}. Moreover, if −σ2 is not an eigenvalue
of P , then P does not have a resolvent resonance at ei(mπ+π/2)σ.

Proof. We note that if S(iσ) − I, a compact operator, has only pure imaginary
eigenvalues, then (m+1)S(iσ)−mI = (m+1)(S(iσ)−I)+I has no nontrivial null
space. This gives msc(det((m+ 1)S(λ)−mI), iσ) ≤ 0. Thus if m > 1, by applying
Proposition 1.1 we see that S cannot have a pole at ei(mπ+π/2)σ.

Again assuming m > 0, we note that S has a pole at ei(−πm+π/2)σ if and only
if S has a pole at eiπei(πm−π/2)σ = ei(πm+π/2)σ, by (2.2). But we have just shown
this is impossible. Thus S has no poles at ei(mπ+π/2)σ for any m ∈ Z \ {0}.

If P does not have eigenvalue −σ2, then R(λ) and Φ(λ) are both regular at iσ.
Thus combining the first part of the theorem with Lemma 4.4 we see that R(λ) is
regular at ei(mπ+π/2)σ. �

Now we can see immediately why the distinction between (2.1) and (2.2) is
so important here. If (2.1) were true, in even dimension d we would have that
I − S(iσ) is skew-adjoint, and hence has only imaginary eigenvalues. However,
since it is rather that R(I − S(iσ)) which is skew-adjoint, the question is more
subtle. However, something can still be said.

Corollary 5.2. Let d be even. Suppose V ∈ L∞
0 (Rd;R) and O ⊂ Rd is an open

bounded set with smooth boundary. Let P be the operator −Δ+ V on Rd \ O, with
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. If P has no negative eigenvalues and
if both {x ∈ Rd : −x ∈ O} = O and V (−x) ≡ V (x), then P has no resonances with
argument π/2 +mπ, m ∈ Z \ {0}.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 4.5 when com-
bined with Corollary 2.4, which showed that in this setting I − S(iσ) is skew
adjoint. Note that we do not specify whether the pure imaginary resonances are re-
solvent resonances or scattering resonances, since the theorem and our assumptions
guarantee that there are neither. �

The case of m = −1 (and thus also m = 1) of the following corollary is proved in
[2, Theorem 4.4]. The results of [2] combined with Theorem 5.1 immediately give
us more.

Corollary 5.3. Let O ⊂ R
d be an open bounded set with smooth boundary so

that Rd \ O is connected. Let P be the operator −Δ on R
d \ O with Dirichlet or

Neumann boundary conditions. Then P has no resonances with argument π/2+mπ,
m ∈ Z \ {0}. If P is instead the operator −Δ on R

d \ O satisfying the Robin-type
boundary condition

fu+
∂u

∂ν
= 0 on ∂(Rd \ O)

where ν is the outward normal and f is a nonnegative C1 function, then P has at
most finitely many resonances (resolvent or scattering) with argument π/2 + mπ
for each m ∈ Z \ {0}.
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Proof. We note first the absence of negative eigenvalues in this setting.
From [2, Theorem 3.5], for the Robin boundary condition for a fixed obsta-

cle there is a σ0 so that i−(d−1)(I − S(eiπ/2σ))R is a negative operator for σ ∈
(σ0,∞). From [13] or [2], for the Dirichlet (Neumann) boundary condition,
i−(d−1)(I − S(eiπ/2σ))R is positive (negative) for any σ > 0. From the results of
[13, Section 4], the eigenvalues of (I − S(eiπ/2σ))R are pure imaginary, for σ > σ0

for the Robin case, and all σ > 0 for the other cases. Then Theorem 5.1 finishes
the proof, since we know from results of Vodev [33, 34] that there are only finitely
many resonances on the interval ei(π/2+mπ)(0, σ0).

3 �

6. Pure imaginary resolvent resonances

for fixed sign potentials

In this section we prove Theorem 1.3 on resolvent resonances for Schrödinger
operators with potentials V ∈ L∞

0 (Rd) with fixed sign. Again in this section we
assume d is even. It would be possible to prove a slightly weaker version of Theorem
1.3 in a manner analogous to the obstacle case, Corollary 5.3, invoking some results
of [13, 32]. However, we choose to do this in a somewhat different way relying on
the structure of the resolvent. This method has some advantages. For example,
we prove that if ei(mπ+π/2)σ, σ > 0, m ∈ Z is a resonance of −Δ+ V and V ≤ 0,
V ∈ L∞

0 (Rd), then −σ2 is an eigenvalue of −Δ+ V .
We use the notation RV (λ) for the meromorphic continuation of the resolvent of

−Δ+ V , so that for λ ∈ Λ0, RV (λ) = (−Δ+ V − λ2)−1.
As in [5], we reduce the problem to studying an operator on Λ0 using the following

identity. For λ ∈ Λ0, the point eimπλ ∈ Λm. The resolvent R0(λ) of H0 satisfies

(6.1) R0(e
imπλ) = R0(λ)− imT (λ),

where the operator T (λ) has the integral kernel:

(6.2) T (x, y;λ) =
1

2
(2π)1−dλd−2

∫
Sd−1

eiλω·(x−y) dω.

A crucial property of this operator is that for d ≥ 2 even and χ ∈ L∞
0 (Rd;R), the

operator χT (iσ)χ is self-adjoint for real σ > 0. To see this, note that from (6.2),
we have

(6.3) T (x, y; iσ) =
(−1)d/2+1

2
(2π)1−dσd−2

∫
Sd−1

e−σω·(x−y) dω

with d/2 ∈ N. It follows, using the change of variable ω = −ω′, that (χT (iσ)χ)∗ =
χT (iσ)χ. We note that this is in contrast with the case of d ≥ 1 odd, where the
difference R0(iσ)−R0(−iσ) is self-adjoint.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. As outlined above, we look for zeros of the form σm =
ei(m+1/2)πσ, where σ > 0 and σm ∈ Λm. We define the multiplication operator
sgnV (x) = +1 on {x ∈ R

d | V (x) ≥ 0} and sgnV (x) = −1 for {x ∈ R
d | V (x) < 0}.

3Alternately we could show there are only finitely many resonances in this interval adapting
techniques of [2] or using results of [18]. In fact, results of [18] show there are only finitely many
resonances in a region {λ ∈ Λ : −M ≤ argλ ≤ M, |λ| ≤ M} for any finite M providing an
alternate point of view for a portion of the results from [33,34].
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Then the potential has the decomposition V (x) = sgnV (x) |V (x)|. For λ ∈ Λ0 we
write the resolvent formula as

(6.4) |V |1/2RV (λ)|V |1/2(I + (sgnV )|V |1/2R0(λ)|V |1/2) = |V |1/2R0(λ)|V |1/2,
so we study the operator

(6.5) I +K(λ) = I + (sgnV )|V |1/2R0(λ)|V |1/2.
Since V has compact support, the operator K(λ) has an analytic continuation

to the Riemann surface Λ. It follows from this fact and (6.4) that the zeros of
I +K(λ) on the mth-sheet Λm are the resonances of the operator HV on Λm. The
analytic continuation formula for the free resolvent (6.1) gives

K(eiπmλ) =(sgnV )|V |1/2R0(e
imπλ)|V |1/2

=(sgnV )|V |1/2R0(λ)|V |1/2 − im(sgnV )|V |1/2T (λ)|V |1/2.(6.6)

In order to investigate pure imaginary poles on Λm, m ∈ Z∗, we restrict to
λ = iσ = eiπ/2σ ∈ Λ0, with σ > 0, so that ei(mπ+π/2)σ ∈ Λm is pure imaginary.
We obtain from the reduction in (6.6):

K(ieimπσ) = (sgnV )|V |1/2R0(iσ)|V |1/2 − im(sgnV )|V |1/2T (iσ)|V |1/2.
Since R0(iσ) = (−Δ+ σ2)−1, R0(iσ) is self-adjoint and R0(iσ) > 0. On the other
hand, we showed that i|V |1/2T (iσ)|V |1/2 is skew-adjoint in the case of d even.

We now consider the operator I +K(ieimπσ) for potentials V having fixed sign.
If V ≥ 0, the operator I + V 1/2R0(iσ)V

1/2 is strictly positive. On the other
hand, the trace-class operator iV 1/2T (iσ)V 1/2 is skew-adjoint and therefore has
only pure imaginary eigenvalues. Consequently, I + K(eimπiσ) has no zeros for
σ > 0, meaning there are no pure imaginary zeros on any sheet. If −V ≥ 0, the
formula for K(ieimπσ) becomes

K(ieimπσ) = −|V |1/2R0(iσ)|V |1/2 + im|V |1/2T (iσ)|V |1/2.
The operator I − |V |1/2R0(iσ)|V |1/2 has a zero if and only if −σ2 is an eigen-
value of −Δ + V , and the multiplicities agree. Because the trace-class operator
i|V |1/2T (iσ)|V |1/2 is still skew-adjoint, there can be no zeros of I + K(ieiπmσ)
unless −σ2 is an eigenvalue of −Δ+ V . Consequently, if NV denotes the number
of negative eigenvalues of −Δ+ V , there can be at most NV < ∞ pure imaginary
resonances on any sheet Λm, m ∈ Z∗. �
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